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Poverty is a hunger, is a lack of shelter, is being sick and not being able to see a doctor.
Poverty is not having access to school and not knowing how to read. Poverty is not having a job, is
a fear for the future, living one day at a time. Poverty is losing a child to illness brought about by
unclean water. Poverty is a powerlessness, lack of representation and freedom.
Poverty is call of action-- for the poor and the wealthy alike-- a call to change the world so that
many more may have not enough to eat, adequate shelter access to education and health protection
from violence, and a voice in what happens in our communities.
Some of the riches people are born in the poorest family. And some of the poorest people are
born in a richest family. Of course it is also through the other way round. Some people are already
born rich and then become richer later in their life. This shows that it is not the money you have that
dictate your financial status. It is the difference of financial IQ which is totally linked with that
amount of financial education we learned throughout our life.
I believe the root cause of poverty is lack of information and knowledge, which leads to poor
choices and defeats self-steem in the individual. The fundamental solution for this education, which
needs to be available to any, and all whom desire this, without the obstacles such as cost and
acceptance barring any persons who truly desires to lift him or herself up through study and
hard work. The process of becoming still maybe to frightening because of what the stillness may
bring to the surface.
"Creating a global dialog" listening to each other, understanding our needs, and mobilizing
ourselves to empower others is the significant way we can solve the global poverty. Poverty
solutions is beneficial even for those not living in poverty, we will work to influence their hearts
and minds so they will join us and understand the significance of our cause.
For me, as a christian religion. We all find ourselves in this place at one point or another in our
life. Perhaps through unexpected illness, financial struggles, personal vulnerability and failure
boredom or struggle with faith. In mysterious ways these times cause people to plumb the depths of
the human spirits searching for peace. This is essential guide to making peace with life as it is, and
finding the face of GOD in the midst of life confusions. Life won't become easy. We won't be
spared disaster. But we can give ourselves to this reality with complete assurance that our best
interests are always at the heart of GOD's designs.
But the suffering in our lives can yield great treasures. It is impossible to find gift's in the ashes,
treasure in the flames. But we don't worry about that now, our GOD will show us the gold lies. To

learn our weaknesses on his power, to trust in our poverty on his bountiful love. Just lay our head
down on his heart and rest as a little child sleeps in him, or parent's arm.
As citizens of the world, we have our obligations to help each other in every leap of lives.
Hence we cannot solve the poverty as easy that way, but we have to strive more deeply to make
our neighbors to live as easy as we want to be in our very own self. In order to carry out this
obligations. We the peoples of this world assert our primary allegiance to each other in the family of
man. Life in the universe is unimaginably rare.
It must be－commitment, integrity, loyalty, industriousness and discipline so that we can be－
PROTECTED, RESPECTED, AND CHERISHED

